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SYNOPSIS
    The presentation shall cover the role that Bank Pembangunan Malaysia
plays in its commitment to accelerate economic and social development in
the perspective of building infrastructure. Sharing on how BPMB priorities
the development impact that is anchored on UN SDG which ensure the
project financed by BPMB is sustainable for years to come. Utilization of
MIND (Measuring Impact to National Development) framework to assess
project during Origination/pre-loan approval stage to justify funding that
will create impact to the society while at the same preserving our
environment in doing so. Explore on how sustainable project financing trying
to resolve challenges in sense of climate change, resource depletion and
environment degradation and etc.

SPEAKER'S PROFILE
An engineer in Development Financial Institution (DFIs). Mr. Nadjme is Senior Vice President and Group Head of
Measuring Impact to National Development (MIND) and Research, focusing on Impact Assessment, Project Appraisal
and Project Risk Management at Malaysia Development Bank (Bank Pembangunan Malaysia Berhad) since  February
2018. 

An engineer by profession and obtained an academic degree in Electrical Engineering from Technical University of
Konstanz in Germany in 2008. Experienced Project Finance professional with demonstrated track record of successfully
assessing project risks and managing mega infrastructure projects in various industries such as infrastructure, energy,
transportation and plantation. Honored to serve reputable companies such Shell Malaysia, Petronas (Technology and
Engineering), Sime Darby Plantation and MMC-Gamuda (MRT-  Line 1&2 Project).

In the last 3 years, had seized an opportunity to be part of the team looking over multiple projects in various sectors
such as Maritime (fast crew boat, accommodation boat, mobile drilling unit, dredger), Infrastructure (hospital, hotel,
low cost housing), Energy (Large scale solar, mini hydro, waste to energy plant, gas turbine power plant), Aviation
(Freight aircraft).

Now leading a team of dynamic individuals in BPMB in setting up a game changer’s prioritization tool known as impact
assessment framework known as MIND Framework. 


